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Examining the New Influencers: A Self-Presentation Study of A-List Blogs
ABSTRACT
This study investigated impression management tactics and self-presentation on popular,
A-list blogs. Building on Goffman’s (1959) constructs of self-presentation and operationalizing
impression management strategies, this study content analyzed the most-linked-to blogs. A-list
bloggers reveal more information about themselves than other bloggers and actively engage in
impression management. Differences in blogs based on gender confirm traditional gendered
online behavior. Findings indicate the diversity in blogs and encourage researchers to understand
the pieces of blogs before purporting to understand the medium as a whole.
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Examining the New Influencers: A Self-Presentation Study of A-List Blogs
The evolution of personal publishing offers new tools allowing Internet users to become
content creators. One need not own a printing press or a broadcasting station to reach large
audiences anymore. One of the latest popular tools in personal publishing is the Internet-based
blog. Just as the printing press gave way to the mass production of pamphlets and newspapers,
blogs too extend the ability to communicate on the Internet beyond simple static Web pages.
While still young, blogs have been described and defined in many ways. Some define
blogs by their format: frequently updated Web sites containing dated entries arranged in reverse
chronological order.1 Blog genres range from personal, diary-like pages to in-depth public
affairs analysis.2 Blogs bear different purposes: some provide description of subjectively
selected links, others tell about details of a writer’s day, and some offer personal opinions and
commentaries on the news of a day. Opinionated people, called bloggers, post their thoughts,
experiences, and politics, on blogs.3
Whatever the type, purpose, or content of a blog, it remains a virtual environment
controlled by the author, where, unlike face-to-face communication, a person is only what is
expressed in manifest content. Some authors manage to create a persona, making themselves a
“celebrity” among the community of bloggers. These bloggers are among the most well-known
and regularly linked by others. As such, the media’s view of blogging comes directly from this
select “A-list” of bloggers, and it is, therefore, important to understand these popular bloggers.
Bloggers of late have served as independent experts, with their analyses even appearing
in mainstream media.4 With 51% of journalists indicating that they read blogs and 53% finding
story ideas or sources from them, it is not surprising that stories have transferred from blogs the
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to media.5 This is said to be the case for Trent Lott’s racist remarks, blogger investigative
journalism during “RatherGate,” and breaking of a major news story that resulted the end of a
career for a CNN executive. Some of the Internet’s most read blogs provided “coverage” of these
events igniting a spark to prompt mainstream media coverage.6
This small group of A-list bloggers has arguably the largest influence on the public’s
perception of blogging because of their high profile. As such, this study sought to examine this
small, yet well-known, group of blogs. With more blogs being created each day and the
anecdotes of their power to impact the media growing, it is important to understand what is
behind this blog genre.7 Grounded in previous online self-representation research, we examined
the process within A-list blogs.8
The purpose of this study was to investigate impression management tactics and
strategies used by popular blog authors. In doing so, this study investigated self-presentation
trends in this influential group of bloggers, providing a view of what the reader sees rather than
what the blogger thinks he or she might be presenting.9 In this vein, analyzing the content
presented in blog posts offered the clearest method by which to examine impression management
and reduced the chance of receiving socially desirable answers which could result through a
survey method. The content presented within the blog post is what the audience reads, and as
such, this study focused on that content to examine self-presentation in these influential blogs.
Literature Review
The self-presentation concept, also referred to as impression management, implies that
every individual performs a certain role while appearing in public. Goffman explained it as the
ways individuals manage impressions of themselves on their audiences. 10 Leary and Kowalski
proposed that impression construction involves both the process of determining the kind of
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impression one tries to make and choosing how one goes about it. 11 This study conceptualized
self-presentation in accordance with scholars who have defined impression management and
self-presentation in terms of fostering impression in others’ eyes.12
Self-presentation and Impression Management. Using the metaphor of a theoretical
play, Goffman described the concept as a person managing self-presentation as an “actor.” 13
This actor plays in a scene on the stage, managing what the audience sees. The actor is not
always on stage and can take respite “back stage” where the behind-the-scenes living occurs.
Regarding Web pages, Papacharissi asserted that they enable Web authors to “stage an online
performance through which the individual’s personality or aspects of it are revealed.”14
Later studies built on the self-presentation concept review impression management
strategies incorporated in the process.15 Jones discussed impression management through the
command of variables such as ingratiation, competence or self-promotion, intimidation,
exemplification, and supplication.16 As an exploratory study, this research focused on
ingratiation and competence as operationalized variables for examination.
According to Jones, ingratiation is used by a person who intends to be liked by others and
does not typically involve conscious awareness of deliberate planning. Common characteristics
of ingratiation are opinion agreement, compliments, favors, warmth, understanding, or
compassion. This strategy also involves modesty, self-deprecation, and self-mockery. It is
possible that the blog authors are using the ingratiation strategy when they link to other blogs
(showing opinion agreement with what others have posted) and may attract readers with their
attempt to be likable.
Competence or self-promotion is used when one tries to be perceived as skilled and
qualified. Common characteristics include claims about abilities, accomplishments,
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performances, or qualifications. Self-promotion strategies go beyond claims of competence and
require framing of performances. Jones mentioned that people not only want to be seen as
competent, but are interested in having their achievements attributed to natural ability.
Self-presentation Online. Smith explored the strategies Web page authors use to present
themselves and attract readers.17 Dominick content analyzed personal home pages and found
most personal Web pages did not contain much personal information.18 Data showed that Web
sites looked for approval from others and mostly used their site to foster and maintain supportive
relationships. Walker found that authors used their pages to support online activities and home
pages functioned as a “back-up for online interaction, as a home or an identity.”19 Additionally,
hyperlinks allowed expression of connectedness and improved ability to express some aspects of
identity.
Papacharissi contributed to the investigation of self-presentation online with several
studies.20 Using mixed methods, Papacharissi combined content analysis and survey to study the
utility of personal home pages for their creators, finding Web page authors maintained sites to
fulfill “information” and “entertainment” needs. The study also revealed that authors who
viewed their personal home pages as self-expression tools posted more personal information and
those who used their pages as professional tools avoided posting personal information online.21
More extensive content analysis of personal home page characteristics focused on how
individuals used home pages to present themselves online.22 Web page authors maintained their
sites for self-presentation, affiliation with the community of personal Web page creators, and
Papacharissi noted a significant relationship among home page characteristics.
Based on the previously reviewed literature on impression management, the following
research questions are asked:

A LIST BLOGS
RQ1: To what extent do the A-list bloggers reveal themselves?
RQ2: What impression management strategies do the A-list bloggers use?
Blogs. The earlier described technical definition asserts blogs are Web pages with
frequently updated posts that are arranged so the newest material is at the top of the page. The
social definition, touched on by Walker, asserts blogs provide a mechanism for personal
publishing, encouraging the expression of thoughts, feelings, and commentary.23 While the
structure of blogs is said to have developed in the late 1990s, the sentiment has been around for
much longer. 24 “Blog” is merely nomenclature for a technology that allows people to
communicate their ideas and experiences. The software behind blogging pushed forward an
affordance that has always been available on the Internet, only now one does not need Internet
coding skills to publish content on the Web. As such, Blood noted blogs have been adopted
widely and quickly with the content being compared to diaries, letters to the editor, and
editorials.25
Many have tried to count the ever-increasing world of blogs or chart demographics
through sampling. Perseus estimated more than 4.12 million blogs, mostly (92.4%) maintained
by people under 30 and slightly dominated by female authors. 26 Viegas, however, asserted that
blogs were predominately maintained by males.27 Scholars contend that while the media paints
the portrait of blogs as being a male-dominated medium, there are indeed more female bloggers
overall.28 It is evident that no one can agree how many blogs are in existence, how many are
active, and the basic demographic make-up of bloggers. Indeed, Bortree asserted that blogs are
ever shifting, making it difficult to assign such demographics.29 A different approach by some
scholars has been to tackle these questions by focusing on a particular genre. For instance,
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Huffaker and Calvert found a nearly equal gender mix in their study on teen blogs.30 Such
approach will be taken here and based on previous research, we suggest:
H1: A-list blogs will be more likely to be maintained by males.
Another area of interest in defining blogs has been in understanding the readers. Pew
Internet and American Life Project found 17% of Internet users read blogs and 5% run their own
blog.31 Jupiter Research asserted that blog readers were more educated and “better off” than
bloggers.32 Johnson and Kaye found blog readers were predominately male and assigned a higher
level of credibility to blogs than other information sources – including traditional media.33
Three major types of blogs are identified in the literature: filters, personal journals, and
notebooks.34 The filter blog contains links to content the author finds from surfing the Web.
Filters contain little original content and are known for pointing to news items. Personal journals
express the blogger’s thoughts and daily activities. Notebooks may contain either external or
internal content but are distinguished by longer, focused essays.
Herring et al. content analyzed 203 randomly selected blogs to compare empirically
observable features of the blogs with popular claims about the nature of blogs.35 They found that
the media exaggerate the extent to which blogs are interlinked, interactive, and oriented toward
external events, while underestimating the importance of blogs as an individualistic, intimate
form of self-expression. Additionally, bloggers provided considerable information about their
real-life identities, although some are more self-revealing than others. The blogs shared a
common purpose: to express the author’s subjective, often intimate, perspective on matters of
interest to him or her (in the case of most blogs, the matters of interest concern the authors and
their daily lives). The researchers asserted that A-list blogs were more likely to be filter blogs,
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whereas the average blog was more likely to be personal journal. As such, the following is
submitted:
H2: A-list blogs will most likely be filter blogs.
Self-presentation on Blogs. Papacharissi content analyzed random sample of blogs to
reveal personal expression and social utility as primary motivations.36 An average blog featured a
self-reflective account that served the purpose of personal expression. The study revealed
important differences between the personal home pages and blogs, especially with regard of selfexpression online. Papacharissi argued that “personal home pages present a medium for self
presentation, whereas blogs, on average, present a medium for self disclosure.”37
These findings are in line with claims about blogging. Returning to Goffman’s
metaphorical look at self-presentation, a good deal of content in blogs provides a “behind the
scenes” look into the blogger’s “back stage.”38 This creates transparency in content production
where the process of creating content actually becomes discussed alongside traditional
conversations. Thus, review of self-presentation in blogs presents an excellent opportunity to
examine the traditional constructs set forth by Goffman.
Several studies have drilled into specific blog genres and explored self-presentation and
identity. Bortree analyzed teen blogs, finding that girls self-disclosed more information than boys
on their blogs.39 Additionally, Bortree found linking from one blog to another represented a form
of ingratiation, in expressing “like” for another blog or blogger. Huffaker and Calvert
investigated identity constructions on teen blogs.40 The researchers noted a high degree of selfrevelation and submitted disclosure of identity information, such as real name or location, “play
an important role in creating and maintaining blogs since these kinds of descriptors are relevant
to the self.”
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Method
This study investigated strategies of impression management and the extent of selfpresentation by A-list bloggers through content analysis. Content analysis is “a research
technique for the systematic, objective, and quantitative description of the manifest content in
communication.”41 The use of Berelson’s definition is intentional, as his definition specifies a
scientific method where coders are not to consider latent content or “read between the lines” to
determine meaning. In a similar study on the characteristics and self-expression used on personal
homepages, Papacharissi relied on content analysis as the sole method of inquiry.42
Blogs were defined as Web pages with entries arranged in reverse chronological order.43
“A-list blog” was operationally defined as a blog that had a high readership, resulting in
numerous links to the blog. For inclusion in this study, blogs that were maintained by one person
and hyperlinked to from at least 100 other blogs, meaning other Web sites have provided a link
to the site thereby supporting the claim that these blogs are influential.
Sampling. A complete directory of blogs does not exist, and it is impossible to select a
random sample. In the absence of such an official directory, a list of the “most popular blogs”
was obtained through alternate ranking systems. This study identified the top single-authored,
personal blogs through a ranking site called Popdex.44 This popularity ranking is built upon the
logic that in that in order to be popular, other people should be reading the blog content and
inspired to link to it. The threshold of 100 inbound links resulted in a sample of 209 singleauthored blogs.45
The sample was collected by locating the Web address provided by Popdex on October 2,
2004. Front pages of the blogs were downloaded between October 9 - October 11, 2004. The
front page of a blog was a unit of analysis, using a similar method as employed by others.46
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Categories. The codebook, based on the work of Papacharissi, was used to investigate the
self-presentation of popular bloggers; specifically, coders examined units for self-revelation,
ingratiation, competence, blog type, and basic demographics.47
In regard to self-presentation, the extent of self-revelation was operationalized as
information presented by a blogger about oneself – name, gender, biography, contact
information, mention of hobbies and interests, family or friends, feelings and thoughts, photo of
oneself, photos of family and friends, or photos of places blogger visited. These variables were
measured dichotomously as being either present (1) or absent (0).
The impression management strategies were indicated by overall demonstration of
praising, competence or criticism, whether the author addressed the audience directly, and use of
experts/authorities to shore up an argument.48 The earlier discussed operational definitions for
these constructs from the literature review were used and these variables were measured
dichotomously. The use of hyperlinks and topics discussed in the blog measured ingratiation and
competence tactics. The number of hyperlinks to other content were counted. Topics were
measured based on Trammell’s categorization of blog post topic content (e.g., thoughts and
feelings, political statement, technology) and recorded as being either present or absent within
the unit.49
Blog type was recorded categorically, using the earlier described definitions of filter,
personal journal, and notebook blogs. An additional category, mixed type blogs, described those
that contained elements at least two of the previously defined types.
Coding Process. Three trained coders content analyzed the units. Intercoder reliability was
established throughout the coder training process based on 10% of randomly selected items from
the sample.

Intercoder reliability was tested using Holsti’s formula to measure the percentage
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of agreement for following variables: extent of self-presentation (.99), impression management
strategies (.97), topics discussed (.99), and blog type (.98).
Results
This research employed content analysis to study a sample of A-list bloggers (N = 209).
Coders identified gender for 201 bloggers, most of which were male (70.8%). Overall, the blogs
were text-oriented and contained few visual elements. For example, while the mean word count
was 4,230.60 words per page, the mean number of graphics per page was 3.15 (SD = 5.51) with
minimum of 0 and maximum of 33 graphics per blog front page. Only 5.7% blogs contained
multimedia; of the blogs that contained multimedia, the most popular features were video (84%)
and animation (30%). A-list bloggers posted several times a day (40.7%), once a day (25.8%), or
several times a week (22%). Only a few A-list bloggers post once a month (0.5%).
For the most part, A-list bloggers maintained the common structure of blogs. Common
structure was measured through presence of common features of blogs (topic statement, blogroll,
calendar, archive, comments, trackback, syndication, and hyperlinks within posts).50 The
analysis showed that, on average, each blog has nearly five of these eight common features (M =
4.95; SD = 1.50). The most frequently observed features were hyperlinks within posts (91.4%),
archive (89.5%), and syndication (85.6%). Few bloggers had blog topic statements (22%) and
calendars (23.4%).
Self-revelation. In examining the extent of self-revelation in blogs, each item was
analyzed in a dichotomous manner for the presence of information about blogger (e.g., name,
biography, photo, contact information, personal feelings and thoughts, interests and hobbies,
political slant, discussion of families and friends, their photos, photos of places blogger has
seen).
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Bloggers presented a considerable amount of information about themselves. A-list
bloggers revealed their full names (83.26%); however, some only disclosed first name (8.6%) or
nickname (8.13%). A majority of bloggers shared some contact information (89%). Among those
who shared contact information, the most frequent was e-mail address (99.5%). Many bloggers
invited the readers to instant message them (13.4%). Some provided a mailing addresses (5.4%)
or phone numbers (5.9%). A majority of A-list bloggers provided readers with personal facts,
biography, occupation, or social status (68.4%). However, few posted photographs of themselves
(34.4%). A-list bloggers told their readers about their day (80.4%), talked about feelings and
thoughts (79.4%), shared political slant (45.4%), and talked about friends and families (41.6%).
Impression Management Strategies. Items were analyzed to identify whether posts
seemed to demonstrate praising, competence, or criticism. Most of the bloggers demonstrated
competence by presenting their intellectual abilities (78.9%) or praised others (25.4%) rather
than criticize or blame (18.2%). This implies that bloggers presented themselves as competent
and likable by using the ingratiation strategy.
Gender. Previous research argued that A-list bloggers are adult men.51 The first
hypothesis posited that the A-list blogs would be maintained by men rather than women. A chisquare test showed that the observed frequencies were significantly different from the expected,
χ2(1) = 44.9, p < .001. Indeed, A-list blogs are more likely to be maintained by males (70.8%)
than females (25.4%), where gender is able to be determined.52
Types of Blogs. The second hypothesis posited that A-list blogs most likely would be
filter blogs. Each item was analyzed for blog type (diary/journal, notebook, filter, or mixed). A
chi-square test showed that observed frequencies were significantly different from the expected
ones, χ2(3) = 43.11, p < .001. However, the hypothesis was not supported. Instead, filter blogs
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were the least used blog type (6.7%). Mixed type blogs were the most frequently used (37.8%),
followed by diary/journal type (28.7%) and notebook (26.8%). Additional analyses showed that
men were more likely than women to maintain filter blogs, while women were more likely to
maintain diary/journal rather than any other type of blog, χ2(3) = 22.97, p < .001.
Discussion
The blogs studied here can be considered the new influencers. Indeed, this select group
of A-list bloggers has been noted to have readership that rivals smaller media outlets and readers
rate them as more credible than mainstream media.53 With blogs containing biased and
opinionated views of the world, it is important to understand how these views are being
presented. As such, this research investigated impression management and self-presentation
strategies on A-list blogs. Just as previous studies found homepages a medium through which
authors employed self-presentation strategies, this study found similar evidence among A-list
bloggers.54
Self-presentation. While these 209 blogs were all different, there were clear trends. A
majority of A-list bloggers displayed a high level of self-revelation in regards to their identity.
Most bloggers shared contact information ranging from e-mail addresse to phone numbers. Some
bloggers only told their readers their nicknames, which may also be understood as an attempt to
create certain impression on the audience while maintaining anonymity.
This self-revelation of identity occurs in A-list blogs at a greater rate than in other blog
genres.55 Moreover, this level of self-revelation as rule is not seen in other static computermediated communication.56 Such is likely the case because other genres, like teen blogs, have
different perceived uses and are targeted at different audiences.
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In understanding self-presentation, this research looked at the topics discussed in blogs.
Results indicate bloggers post a record of their day (80.4%). For example, Vodkapundit provided
an example on October 7, 2004:
“Didn’t want to spend a day like today thinking about the election, trying to be clever,
counting pageviewes, checking trackbacks, or any of that BS. Just enjoy the crisp, clean,
dry air and enjoy the scenery.”
This post showed the blogger’s daily life and revealed information that otherwise would
be hidden in the “back stage.” Additionally, it noted posting on the blog made the blogger feel
clever, demonstrating competence.
Another widely discussed topic centered on the process of blogging: metablogging. Some
of the bloggers saw themselves as opinion leaders and look to this role as with responsibility and
obligation. This indicates a high degree of self-awareness of purported influence. The most
common example of metablogging occurred when bloggers discussed their role in society and
journalism.
The blurring line between the blogger and journalist was discussed in this A Small
Victory post from October 4, 2004:
Everyone wants to break a story, everyone wants the Drudge link […] I’m much happier
when I forget there’s actually an audience out there. […] As a blogger and not an
independent peer reviewed journalist, I am able to write about what I had for lunch or my
broken coffee pot without feeling as if I’m breaking some journalistic standard. I’m a
blogger, hear me roar. About hot dogs, about the war in Iraq, about the state of pop
music, about my noisy neighbors, about the election, about the way Saran Wrap won’t
stick to Tupperware, about my job, my kids, my life, Iran, Andy Rooney, education
reform, crappy computer speakers and why I hate the circus.
This post exemplified how some bloggers see the function of blogging. When the blogger
admits that “everyone wants the Drudge link,” the desire to be perceived as competent enough to
receive a link from another well-known alternative media news source (The Drudge Report) is
evident. The blogger saw blogs as a place to provide commentary and analysis, but was allowed
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latitude to discuss personal/mundane matters. This showed the balance between self-promotion
through competence and attempting to get others to like you through intimate self-disclosure.
Impression Management Strategies. A goal of this study was to investigate the
impression management tactics bloggers used and identify the common personal qualities they
“show off.” Based on Jones’s propositions, popular bloggers demonstrated competence and
ingratiation.57 Bloggers preferred these strategies over being boastful or critical. A-list bloggers
strived to be more likable in communicating to their audience. Jones would assert that avoided
behavior of boasting or exaggerating abilities would be unattractive and possibly jeopardize the
image an individual tried to convey.
A majority of those who demonstrated competence and promotion of their own abilities
were also praising others (21.2%). A-list bloggers used experts to shore up their own arguments
(53.6%) and addressed the audience directly (74.2%). They fostered an environment of net
narcissism by linking back to others who linked to them. This finding is consistent with other
online impression management studies, which assert hyperlinks can structure one’s identify by
aligning or associating with the content on external site.58 Such tactics suggest that A-list
bloggers put effort into appearing competent and likable. Therefore, it can be concluded that Alist bloggers see the difficulty balancing opinionated content and attracting readers. As such,
these bloggers may propose radical ideas but do not viciously attack others within their
community. In fact, these bloggers link to others to show a connectedness and display
ingratiation.
The relationship an A-list blogger has with the audience here is key. While Bortree
reported that bloggers are not naïve enough to think only those who they want reading their blog
are accessing the pages, the researcher revealed that some bloggers are taken by surprise at the
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notion of an anonymous or even lurking reader.59 The very definition of A-list blog implies a
relatively large audience for a blog, and therefore, the A-list blogger is reliant on that audience to
maintain position on the “A-list.” As such, direct communication with the audience, asking for
opinion and attempting other favor-winning strategies such as ingratiation are advantageous for
the continued success of the blog. An example of this is illustrated in a post from Neurotic
Fishbowl’s on September 29, 2004 as she shopped for glasses:
I found two frames that I like, but I wanted to get some opinions on them. […] I snapped
a couple of pictures. […] what do you think?
This post demonstrated the blogger’s dependence on the audience and the blogger’s need
for social approval.60 The blogger wanted the reader’s opinion and called for two-sided
communication. This strategy is present in other types of online communication, such as Web
pages, and manifested in similar fashions.61
Gender. Gender played an interesting role in blogs, as men were more likely to maintain
the traditional filter blog whereas women were more likely to run a diary/journal blog. Not only
did these findings confirm Bortree’s conclusion that females self-disclose more and prefer more
intimate communication on blogs than males, but these findings were consistent with
representation of gender online.62 Indeed, men are information seekers and women are
communicators online63 – thus, having the external-information driven filter blog genre
dominated by men and finding the communicative and personal diary genre dominated by
women is a logical embodiment of what West and Zimmerman call “doing gender.”64
Limitations. This study used a purposive sample to explore the research questions and
hypotheses, but is limited without an official directory or listing of A-list bloggers.
Future Research. Others should investigate blogger motivation and reader perceptions.
Additionally, future studies should examine bloggers through more direct means, such as a
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survey. A survey would allow such influential bloggers to provide a self-reflexive account of
their impact on the news media. Finally, the actual influence of these blogs must be investigated
further – both through impact on media in the agenda setting process and reader effects.
Conclusions. This research added to the knowledge of A-list bloggers, those whose
thoughts are heard and quoted far beyond the blogosphere and in mainstream media. Indeed,
bloggers are opinionated people who use this channel to communicate their thoughts and
reflections about the world.
Even though these blogs are said to impact the news media and credited with bringing
stories to the attention of the mainstream media, they are far from journalists. Yet, they are not
unemployed or uneducated net-philes typing in their pajamas all day either. Their reports rely
highly on their own reflections and biases, yet they self-reveal at a higher rate than others online.
These A-list blogs, while each different from the next, lie somewhere between the editorial page
and news shorts.
The intimacy and personalized tone that creates impression of uncontrolled, spontaneous
flow of feelings and thoughts allowing reader to look far beyond the stage into a person’s “back
stage.” On the other hand, blogging is deliberate process and allows bloggers to convey the
qualities of their selves creating the impression that what the reader sees is the author’s “real
self” or “back stage” – all the while performing in public. In these performances, A-list bloggers
employ traditional impression management strategies providing insight into how the self is
presented in blogs. Even so, blogging has evolved from the 1990s in that filter blogs which point
readers to interesting stories without much commentary no longer provide a formula for success.
Here, A-list bloggers told more about themselves than people in other forms of the Internet
communication. Today, bloggers must put more out there about themselves and their ideas –
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thereby increasing the variables used in managing their online identity. As blogs rise in
popularity, gain readers, and possibly garner more influence over the media and public opinion,
it is important to move forward from this baseline analysis of who these bloggers are to actually
test what influence they wield.
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